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King Charles. Charles employed him also as an ambassador, at first to treat with Rubens, later with evil consequences : for Gerbier sold his master's secrets for gold.
The royal collection, in an age when reputations were less fixed, was resplendent with famous names. Mantegna's and Giorgione's recur often in the catalogue. The greatest prizes were seven Raphael cartoons, still the property of England.1 But there is no doubt where Charles's heart lay—partly with Correggio of Parma, more with the great Venetians; his collection of Titian and Tintoretto was unequalled. Such a taste is perhaps characteristic of a mind not so much interested in the world that is as in the splendours of the world as it should be. But Charles was founding an English tradition; we have always cared more for colour than for form, as well as shown more talent in manipulating it; for nearly two centuries after Charles, most Englishmen looked on Venice as the centre of the artistic world.
Most collectors hanker for the service of some living artist, and kings can be choosers. James had employed Mytens, not without great talents, though he could make nothing of Prince Charles but a stiff picture of a stiff and gawky youth. Now Mytens was growing old. Charles, delighted with Rubens's visit to England as Spanish ambassador, tried to get him to stay as Court painter, and gave him an English knighthood. But Sir Peter Paul ,was loyal to Brussels and to his distant employer. At home in Madrid, King Philip had something of a monopoly in Velasquez. Charles wrote to Franz Hals, but Hals was unwilling to leave the merry and boisterous life which so scandalized the trim burghers of Haarlem. But Rubens had suggested a young assistant of his own, Henry Vandyke.
It was a lucky choice. Vandyke had been in England before, and James had rather inconsiderately set him to ,
* Cromwell saved them when Charles's collection was sold up by Parliament. They are at present in the South Kensington Museum.

